PEOPLE MENTIONED IN WALDEN
PEOPLE MENTIONED IN WALDEN:
GOVERNOR EDWARD WINSLOW

EDWARD WINSLOW

1594
October 18, Friday: Edward Winslow, Junior was born, the eldest son of Edward Winslow, at Droitwich, County
Worcester. The infant would of course be baptized on the following Sunday.
October 20, Sunday: Edward Winslow, Junior was baptized.
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1617
In about this year, in Leyden on a tour of Holland, Edward Winslow fell into company with a band of Puritan
separatists. He would join them.
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1618
May 16, day: Edward Winslow and Elizabeth Barker, of the band of Separatists which he had joined, were wed. The
Dutch record termed him printer of London. The couple would come in the little vessel from Delfthaven over
to England, in order to embark in the Mayflower at Southampton.
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1620
November 21 (November 11, old style), Saturday: The Mayflower anchored in Provincetown harbor at the tip of Cape
Cod, and the intrusives signed their compact and went ashore.

READ THE FULL TEXT
Bad weather and a near shipwreck had caused them to alter their plans to proceed on west toward Long Island
and the Hudson River. While the Mayflower was in Provincetown Harbor with the Pilgrims searching out a
suitable place to settle, Susanna White would give birth to a boy who they named Peregrine, the name meaning
“one who journeys to foreign lands.” The English had a skirmish with the Nauset. The Mayflower would
remain in American waters for that winter, its crew suffering the cold along with the Pilgrims, almost half of
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these folks dying.1

Alden, John
Allerton, Isaac
•
Mary (Norris) Allerton, wife
•
Bartholomew Allerton, son
•
Remember Allerton, daughter
•
Mary Allerton, daughter
Allerton, John
Billington, John
•
Eleanor Billington, wife
•
John Billington, son
•
Francis Billington, son
William Bradford
•
Dorothy (May) Bradford, wife
Brewster, William
•
Mary Brewster, wife
•
Love Brewster, son
•
Wrestling Brewster, son
Britteridge, Richard
Browne, Peter
Button, William
Carter, Robert
Carver, John
•
Katherine (Leggett) (White) Carver, wife
Chilton, James
•
Susanna (Furner?) Chilton, wife
1. In addition to the live birth mentioned above, Mary Allerton would give birth to a stillborn boy just as the first houses were being
built at Plymouth. Refer to William Bradford, OF PLIMOTH PLANTATION, written 1630-1654, original at Massachusetts State
Library, Boston.
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•
Mary Chilton, daughter
Clarke, Richard
Cooke, Francis
•
John Cooke, son
Cooper, Humility
Crackstone, John
•
John Crackstone, son
Eaton, Francis
•
Sarah Eaton, wife
•
Samuel Eaton, son
English, Thomas
Fletcher, Moses
Fuller, Edward
•
Mrs. Edward Fuller, wife
•
Samuel Fuller, son
Fuller, Samuel
Gardinar, Richard
Goodman, John
Holbeck, William
Hooke, John
Stephen Hopkins
•
Elizabeth (Fisher) Hopkins, wife
•
Giles Hopkins, son by first marriage
•
Constance Hopkins, daughter by first marriage
•
Damaris Hopkins, daughter
•
Oceanus Hopkins, born en route, would soon die
Doty, Edward, servant of Stephen Hopkins
Leister, Edward, servant of Stephen Hopkins
THE HOPKINS FAMILY
Howland, John
Langmore, John
Latham, William
Margesson, Edmund
Martin, Christopher
•
Mary (Prower) Martin, wife
Minter, Desire
•
More, Ellen
•
Jasper More, brother

•
Richard More, brother
•
Mary More, sister2
Mullins, William
•
Alice Mullins, wife
•
Priscilla Mullins, daughter
•
Joseph Mullins, son
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Priest, Degory
Prower, Solomon
Rigsdale, John
•
Alice Rigsdale, wife
Rogers, Thomas
•
Joseph Rogers, son
Samson, Henry
Soule, George
Standish, Myles (military leader of the Plymouth colony)
•
Rose Standish, wife
Story, Elias
Thompson, Edward
Tilley, Edward
•
Ann (Cooper) Tilley, wife
Tilley, John
•
Joan (Hurst) (Rogers) Tilley, wife
•
Elizabeth Tilley, daughter
Tinker, Thomas
•
Mrs. Thomas Tinker, wife
•
boy Tinker, son
Trevore, William
Turner, John
•
boy Turner, son
•
boy Turner, son
Warren, Richard
White, William
•
Susanna White, wife
•
Resolved White, son
Wilder, Roger
Williams, Thomas
EDWARD WINSLOW
Winslow, Edward
•
Elizabeth Barker Winslow, wife
Winslow, Gilbert
Mr. Ely
Dorothy, maidservant of John Carver

2. When, after the Mayflower had sailed in September, Katherine More had appeared before Sir James Lee, Lord Chief Justice
of England, to find out what was happening to her four children, the desperate mother had been informed only that:

The said Samuell upon good and deliberate advise thought fitt
to settle his estate upon a more hopeful issue and to provide
for the educacon and maintenance of these children in a place
remote from these partes where these great blotts and blemishes
may fall upon them and therefore took the opportunity of
sendinge them when such yonge ones as they went over with honest
and religeous people.
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Thoreau entered these quotations in his Journal after October 15, 1849:
The 11th of Nov (all old style) they “set ashore 15 or 16 men, well armed, with some to fetch wood”;
–“as also to see what the land was, and what inhabitants they could meet with” They found “the ground or
earth” to be “sand hills, much like the downs in Holland, but much better; the crust of the earth a spit’s depth,
excellent black earth: (We found that the crust of the earth was gone and that there was no soil except in a
swamp called the shank painter, and a few other small swamps full of water –unless the inhabitants might affirm
that there was some under the sand in their front yards –which we should not have thought from
appearances The land had completely lost its upper crust & instead of black earth –it was all yellow & white
sand. we did not see enough to fill a flower pot unless it were the coarse swamp muck full of root & water.): all
wooded with oaks, pines, sassafras, juniper, birch, holly, some ash, walnut: the wood for the most part open
and without underwood, fit either to go or ride in.” (We saw no trees only a few small specimens of some of the
above kinds, on the sand hills near the town, all thick shrubbery & underwood without any larger wood above
it, very unfit either to go or ride in, but the greater part of the land was a perfect desert of yellow sand, rippled
like waves by the wind in which only a littl beech-grass grew here and there.) At night our people returned, but
found not any person, nor habitation; (As we have said we found a populous town, and the side walk was
crowded with many more persons; sailors who belonged to the mackerel fleet in the harbor) and laded their boat
with juniper, which smelled very sweet and strong, and of which we burnt the most part of the time we lay there.
(We saw no wood to burn but a little that was brought from the eastward, but were warmed at Fullers hotel by
hard coal brought from Pensylvania)
On Wednesday the 15 of Nov. sixteen men were set ashore to see whether the land might be fit for them to seat
in or no, “with every man his musket, sword, and corslet, under the conduct of Capt. Miles Standish; unto whom
was adjoined, for counsel and advice, Wm Bradford, Stephen Hopkins, & Edward Tilley”.– and when they had
ordered themselves in order of a single file, and marched about the space of a mile by the sea, they espied five
or six people, with a dog, coming towards them, who were savages; who, when they saw them, ran into the
woods, and whistled the dog after them.” They soon afterwards saw many traces of these savages –their
cornfields & graves & houses –&c.
(We saw no savages but we were informed by a very old white man that he could remember when there were a
few in this neighborhood, and on the high bank in Truro, looking for traces of them we picked up an Indian’s
arrowhead.) They say “we marched through boughs and bushes, and under hills and vallies, which tore our very
armor in pieces, &c & again “About ten o’clock we came into a deep valley, full of brush, wood-gaile, and long
grass, through which we found little paths or tracks: (We marched over the same region but we saw neither
bush nor wood-gale nor any herb almost but a little beach and poverty grass & sorrel enough to color the surface,
it was a particularly barren & desolate moorland –which seemed good for nothing but to hold the cape together
–not a shrub to tear our clothes against if we would where a sheep would loose none of its fleece provided it
found enough herbage to sustain it.) And all the while they could not find any fresh water “which,” say they
“we greatly desired and stood in need of; for we brought neither beer nor water with us, and our victuals was
only biscuit and Holland cheese, and a little bottle of aquavitae, so as we were sore athirst.” This makes me
think that those pilgrims were no great travellers for (We did not think it necessary to carry either beer or water
with us –but if we can drink at a pond or brook once a day we can get along very well, and our victuals were a
little home-made bread & butter which we brought along with us and some doughnuts which were left from our
breakfast of the day before. We had no bottle of aquavitae, nor anything whatever in a bottle.) But at the last
mentioned valley they say “we saw a deer & found springs of fresh water, and sat us down and drunk our first
New England water, with as much delight as ever we drunk drink in all our lives.” (We saw no wild animal but
one fox in these parts, and drank at a shallow pond in the sand.) A little further on they found a heap of sand
newly made “we might see,” say they, “how they paddled it with their hands; which we digged up, and in it we
found a little old basket full of fair Indian Corn; And digged further and found a fine great new basket, full of
very fair corn of this year, with some six and thirty goodly ears of corn, some yellow & some red, and others
mixed with blue, which was a very goodly sight.” And afterward they found a bag of beans & more corn “So
as we had in all about ten bushels, which will serve us sufficiently for seed.” (We saw thereabouts some fair
fields of Ind. corn left out to ripen for it was not so late in the season –but all yellow –& also beans, remarkably
good we thought to grow in that sand.
To the Pilgrims I think have not given the most trustworthy account of the Cape– They exaggerated the fairness
& attractiveness of the land for they were glad to get to any land at all after that anxious voyage every thing
appeared to them of the color of the rose and had the scent of Juniper or sassafras– They do not speak like
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navigators– Archer who acompanied Gosnold has given a truer account on the whole.
They looked at the land of the New world with infant’s eyes, in describing the country described their own
feelings & hopes.– How different is the account given by Capt John Smith who speaks like an old traveller
voyager & soldier as he was, who had seen too much of the world to exaggerate a part of it.
He was Silenus & we the boys Chromis & Mnasilus who listened to his stories. about sunsquawl & sea-clams
& wars & shipwrecks & the principles of things. until long after vesper made her appearance.?
Nec tantùm Phoebo gaudet Parnassia rupes,
Nec tantùm Rhodope miratur et Ismarus Orphea.”
——
Quid loquar? aut Scyllam Nisi, quam fama secuta est,
Candida succinctam latrantibus inguina monstris,
Dulichias vexâsse rates, et gurgite in alto
Ah! timidos nautas canibus lacerâsse marinis?
“As we wandered” say they, “we came to a tree where a young sprit was bowed down over a bow (?), and some
acorns strewed underneath. Stephen Hopkins said, it had been to catch some deer. So, as we were looking at it,
William Bradford being in the rear, who came looking also upon it, and as he went about it gave a sudden jerk
up, and he was immediately caught by the leg. It was a very pretty device, made with a rope of their own making,
and having a noose as artificially made as any roper in England can make, and as like ours as can be; which we
brought away with us. In the end we got out of the wood –and were fallen about a mile too high above the creek;
where we saw three bucks, but we had rather have had one of them. We also did spring three couple of
partridges; and as we came along by the creek, we saw great flocks of wild geese and ducks, but they were very
fearful of us.” (We saw none of these things there –but the same old man of whom we have spoken, remembered
when there were a few deer in those parts as well as a great many wild fowl of all various kinds) N.E. {MS
torn} violent {MS torn}

1621
March 22, Monday (March 12, 1620 or 1620/1621 old style): At about noon, Samoset arrived at Plymouth with
Squanto. Later, across a creek, the Massasoit and sixty men appeared. For a time, neither side was willing to
approach the other. They did, however, manage to exchange presents, and words of good will were translated
by Squanto and Samoset. Then Edward Winslow of the Brownists crossed the creek and allowed himself to be
taken as hostage, and then Massasoit and twenty warriors crossed the creek without weapons and allowed
Captain Myles Standish to take six or seven of them as hostages. After these preliminaries, the peace
negotiations would be continued over food and drink in a house then under construction, on a green rug on
which three or four cushions had been placed. One of the things that were agreed upon was that, in any future
visits by one race to the other, all weapons would be cached prior to the approach to a settlement. For security,
all such approachers were to be defenseless. (All the while, an observer noted, Massasoit “trembled for fear.”
The natives had been through all this before with the white people; they were well aware of the ever-present
possibilities of kidnap and being taken aboard ship to be sold elsewhere as slaves.) That night Samoset and
Squanto remained, under careful guard again of course, and the next day at noon Squanto showed the settlers
how they could tread out eels with their feet and catch them with their hands. He caught as many “as he could
well lift in one hand,” perhaps 40 or 50 pounds of sustenance.
The “Brownists” and affiliated “New Comers” made use of the available interpreters to enter into the necessary
agreement with the natives of the shore “that neither he nor any of his should injure or do hurt to any of their
people.” When the sachem departed to his village Sowams, some 40 miles away, this interpreter remained with
the intrusives to become the hero of the official Thanksgiving story taught in our government’s “public
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schools.” Few schoolchildren learn that he had already several years before the Pilgrims arrived at Plymouth
been to Spain once and England twice. Even those who see the Walt Disney movie of his life and watch him
apparently jump a horse from a dock onto a sailing ship only learn of one of those adventures. When these new
whites arrived, he welcomed them as the people of his “white father” John Weymouth, but white racism would
prove far more pervasive than red lack of it. As the only educated and baptized Christian among the
Wampanoags, he would never be seen by the Pilgrims as anything more than as “a special instrument sent of
God” (this phrase is from Governor William Bradford’s diary) — a serviceable tool, red and dispensable,
which had been positioned in that wilderness merely to provide for their own survival as His chosen people.

Mr. Bradford, headman of the intrusives, parties with Mr. Massasoit, headman of the indigenes:

To supplant the above partying in our national imagination, TIME Magazine used the following image from
the Granger Collection to illustrate their Columbus-Day special issue, which was all about how certain strange
and divisive people are presently insisting on the celebration of American diversity. The image they selected
is one of those pious representations of a pious event that almost certainly never happened, done in a manner
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that makes this fictional event into an important part of our national heritage, something for our boys to die for:
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The “First” Thanks Giving Story
All the summer there was no want; and now began to come
in store of fowl, as winter approached, of which this
place did abound when they came first (but afterward
decreased by degrees). And besides waterfowl there was
great store of wild turkeys, of which they took many,
besides venison, etc. Besides they had about a peck a
meal a week to a person, or now since harvest, Indian
corn to that proportion.
TURKEYS

There is every reason to believe that the Pilgrim Thanksgiving was culturally inspired by a Wampanoag
harvest tradition. Here Edward Winslow describes a Wampanoag ceremony:
“The Wampanoag would meet together and cry unto him
[the Creator] ... sing, dance, feast, give thanks.”
As part of the celebration, headman Massasoit of the Wampanoag tribe put his mark upon a peace treaty with
the First Comers. According to MOURT’S RELATION, the agreement with Massasoit was as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

12

That neither he (Massasoit) nor any of his people should injure or do hurt to any of our people.
That if any of our tools were taken away, when our people were at work, he should cause them to be
restored; and if ours did any harm to any of his, we would do like to them.
If any did unjustly war against him, we would aid him; if any did war against us, he should aid us.
He should [tell] his neighbors confederates of this, that they might not wrong us.
That when their men came to us, they should leave their bows and arrows behind them, as we should
do our [weapons] when we came to them.
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March 24, Wednesday (March 14, 1620 or 1620/1621 old style): Elizabeth Barker Winslow died at Plymouth. (Of the
five in this particular immigrant group –George Soule the fleeing Huguenot, Elias Story and Ellen More,
Edward Winslow and Elizabeth Barker Winslow– all would shortly die with the exception of Edward
Winslow.)

M AYFLOWER
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May 12: Edward Winslow remarried, with Susanna White, the widow of the William White who had been his

companion in the ship and who had died only 31 days earlier than Winslow’s wife Elizabeth Barker Winslow.
This was the 1st of their marriages in New England, as during the previous December the birth of her son
Peregrine, at Cape Cod, before reaching Plymouth, had been the 1st of their births. Susanna White Winslow
would, before the division of cattle in 1627, give birth to Edward Winslow and John Winslow, both of whom
would die young, then Edward Winslow again in 1629; and Elizabeth Winslow who would marry first with
Robert Brooks, and then, on July 22, 1669, with Captain George Curwin of Salem.
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July 12, Monday (July 2 old style)-July 17, Saturday, 1621 (July 7, 1621 old style): Edward Winslow, Stephen
Hopkins, and Squanto went from Plymouth to visit the indigenous settlement of Pokanoket, getting as far as
Namasket and the weir which the natives had constructed on the Titicut River. At Sowams (present-day
Warren, Rhode Island), they offered presents to sachem Massasoit (Samoset had gone back to Maine).

Ignoring the treaty they had only recently made, the white men took with them into the village their firearms,
and, once in the village, they discharged them, terrifying everyone. (It seems already to have been implicitly
recognized that the whites, being so vastly superior in power on account of their command of firearms, did not
need to remember their promises.)
“As the star of the Indian descended,
that of the Puritans rose ever higher.”
— Tourtellot, Arthur Bernon, THE CHARLES,
NY: Farrar & Rinehart, 1941, page 63
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At the time it seems there was nothing in the village for them to eat:
WALDEN: When Winslow, afterward governor of the Plymouth Colony,
went with a companion on a visit of ceremony to Massassoit on foot
through the woods, and arrived tired and hungry at his lodge, they
were well received by the king, but nothing was said about eating
that day. When the night arrived, to quote their own words,– “He
laid us on the bed with himself and his wife, they at the one end
and we at the other, it being only plank, laid a foot from the
ground, and a thin mat upon them. Two more of his chief men, for
want of room, pressed by and upon us; so that we were worse weary
of our lodging than of our journey.” At one o’clock the next day
Massassoit “brought two fishes that he had shot,” about thrice as
big as a bream; “these being boiled, there were at least forty
looked for a share in them. The most ate of them. This meal only
we had in two nights and a day; and had not one of us bought a
partridge, we had taken our journey fasting.” Fearing that they
would be light-headed for want of food and also sleep, owing to
“the savages’ barbarous singing, (for they used to sing
themselves asleep,)” and that they might get home while they had
strength to travel, they departed. As for lodging, it is true
they were but poorly entertained, though what they found an
inconvenience was no doubt intended for an honor; but as far as
eating was concerned, I do not see how the Indians could have done
better. They had nothing to eat themselves, and they were wiser
than to think that apologies could supply the place of food to
their guests; so they drew their belts tighter and said nothing
about it. Another time when Winslow visited them, it being a
season of plenty with them, there was no deficiency in this
respect.

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN

EDWARD WINSLOW
Our historians seem never to have made any linkage between this unavailability of food, and the fact that the
white visitors had just been guilty of ignoring the agreement into which they had only recently entered, to wit:
•

That when their men came to us, they should leave their bows and arrows behind them, as we should
do our [weapons] when we came to them.

July 13, Tuesday (July 3 old style): Stephen Hopkins and Edward Winslow crossed the Titicut River at the native
settlement of Squabetty and proceeded on to Matepyst, or what would become known to them as Gardner’s
Neck. Thence they made their way to Sowams, which would eventually be known as Warren, Rhode Island,
and were welcomed there by the headman Massasoit.
July 15, Thursday (July 5 old style): Stephen Hopkins and Edward Winslow met many sachems (native leaders),
witnessing some of the local sports, etc.
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July 16, Friday (July 6 old style): Stephen Hopkins and Edward Winslow got up early and started out for Plymouth
with totally empty bellies. They made it as far on this day as the native weir near Matepyst.

July 17, Saturday (July 7 old style): Stephen Hopkins and Edward Winslow arrived back in Plymouth wet, weary, and
somewhat the worse for wear.

1622
In London, G. Movrt. (George Morton) issued “MOURT’S RELATION”, or A RELATION OR IOURNALL OF THE
BEGINNING AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ENGLIFH PLANTATION FETTLED AT PLIMOTH, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BY
CERTAINE …, describing the initial experiences of the “Old Comers” at their Massachusetts Bay settlement of
Plymouth.3 Especially Part II “A Journey to Packanokik” would provide Henry Thoreau with much insight
into early English contact with the New England aboriginals. Thoreau would copy the following materials into
his Indian Notebook:
“He laid us on the bed with himself, and his wife, they
at the one end, and we at the other, it being only plank
laid a foot from the ground, and a thin mat upon them.
Two more of his chief men, for want of room, pressed
by and upon us; so that we were worse weary of our
lodging than of our journey.” At one o’clock next day
Massasoit “brought two fishes that he had shot” about
thrice as big as a bream. “These being boiled, there
were at least forty looked for a share in them. The
most ate of them. This meal only we had in two nights
& a day; and had not one of us brought a partridge we
had taken our journey fasting.” Fearing they should be
light headed for want of sleep on account of “the
savages’ barbarous singing (for they used to sing
themselves asleep,)” that they may get home while they
had strength, they departed — than being grieved at
their entertainment.
CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE

3. This is available and makes fascinating reading. It has been reprinted by J.K. Wiggin at the press of George C. Rand & Avery
in Boston in 1865, and reissued in a facsimile edition by Garrett Press of New York in 1969. The chronology from this volume
has been incorporated into our electronic textbase:
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The following materials would appear in WALDEN:
WALDEN: When Winslow, afterward governor of the Plymouth Colony,
went with a companion on a visit of ceremony to Massassoit on foot
through the woods, and arrived tired and hungry at his lodge, they
were well received by the king, but nothing was said about eating
that day. When the night arrived, to quote their own words,– “He
laid us on the bed with himself and his wife, they at the one end
and we at the other, it being only plank, laid a foot from the
ground, and a thin mat upon them. Two more of his chief men, for
want of room, pressed by and upon us; so that we were worse weary
of our lodging than of our journey.” At one o’clock the next day
Massassoit “brought two fishes that he had shot,” about thrice as
big as a bream; “these being boiled, there were at least forty
looked for a share in them. The most ate of them. This meal only
we had in two nights and a day; and had not one of us bought a
partridge, we had taken our journey fasting.” Fearing that they
would be light-headed for want of food and also sleep, owing to
“the savages’ barbarous singing, (for they used to sing
themselves asleep,)” and that they might get home while they had
strength to travel, they departed. As for lodging, it is true
they were but poorly entertained, though what they found an
inconvenience was no doubt intended for an honor; but as far as
eating was concerned, I do not see how the Indians could have done
better. They had nothing to eat themselves, and they were wiser
than to think that apologies could supply the place of food to
their guests; so they drew their belts tighter and said nothing
about it. Another time when Winslow visited them, it being a
season of plenty with them, there was no deficiency in this
respect.
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1623
In about this year Ann Higginson was born, daughter of the Reverend Francis Higginson with Mistress Anne
Herbert Higginson. She would get married with Thomas Chatfield of Guilford, Connecticut.
Edward Winslow went back to England on colonial business, and would return there on business four or five
times more, besides the frequent excursions that were required of him to Kennebeck ME, and all the adjoining
colony, until 1646.
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1624
Edward Winslow’s GOOD NEWS FROM NEW ENGLAND.
CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE
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1625
Edward Winslow became an Assistant to the Governor of the Plymouth colony. He would hold this office
every year, except that during 1633, 1635, and 1344 he would be Governor in place of William Bradford.

The Plymouth colony population reached 180.
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1646
When powerful complaint might have prevailed against the Massachusetts Bay Colony in the English
Parliament, that colony relied upon Edward Winslow to manage the situation.

In England, in response to Winslow’s HYPOCRISIE UNMASKED, Samuell Gorton prepared a tract that explored
the various grievances his followers had against the Massachusetts Bay Colony, titled SIMPLICITIES DEFENCE
AGAINST SEVEN-HEADED POLICY. Guess what, Gorton was again the righteous victim.

READ EDWARD FIELD TEXT
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1654
Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell, striving to overthrow the Spanish power in the West Indies, fitted out large

naval and military forces under Admiral Penn and General Venables and sent them to Jamaica to operate
against Hispaniola. He named a board of three commissioners, with controlling authority, of which Edward
Winslow became the head.

With Ireland’s armies in defeat and exile, the only mounted persons on the island were English soldiers.
To the English ruling class Ireland was a tabula rasa on which it
could inscribe what it would.
At about this point one of these English soldiers, Friend William Edmundson, got on his horse and visited two
Quaker families in Rosenallis in county Laois in Ireland, apparently the Cantrill family of Tineil and the
Chander family of Ballyhide.
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RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 8, Friday: Edward Winslow died of fever.

1680
October 1, Tuesday: The widowed Susanna White Winslow died in the home in Marshfield left to her by her husband
Edward Winslow.
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2013. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

Prepared: July 16, 2013
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, upon someone’s request we
have pulled it out of the hat of a pirate that has grown out of
the shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (depicted above). What
these chronological lists are: they are research reports
compiled by ARRGH algorithms out of a database of data modules
which we term the Kouroo Contexture. This is data mining.
To respond to such a request for information, we merely push a
button.
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Commonly, the first output of the program has obvious
deficiencies and so we need to go back into the data modules
stored in the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and
then we need to punch that button again and do a recompile of
the chronology — but there is nothing here that remotely
resembles the ordinary “writerly” process which you know and
love. As the contents of this originating contexture improve,
and as the programming improves, and as funding becomes
available (to date no funding whatever has been needed in the
creation of this facility, the entire operation being run out
of pocket change) we expect a diminished need to do such tweaking
and recompiling, and we fully expect to achieve a simulation of
a generous and untiring robotic research librarian. Onward and
upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place your requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
Arrgh.
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